
Building From Home: week 7—RESTART 
Name: Date: Class period:   

Introduction: RESTART 
After last week, when we officially set our expectations for at-home learning, we are finally ready to get back 
on track with the work we were doing before we stopped school. Of course, this assumes you can read this 
message on Teams, and that you can access all the resources available online. I have set up weekly activities 
and assignments for a simple purpose: I want you to engage in some extra thinking to build your problem-
solving skills and system-analysis abilities. You DO NOT have to do EVERY activity or problem you see: my class 
is enrichment—it’s an elective, as in you chose it (or it was chosen for you)—and therefore it’s to help you 
grow into a career you’re happy with. Your first priority is work for your 4 core classes (e.g. Summit). When 
you’re caught up there, come back here to Teams. Do as much as you can or have time for. This is an 
opportunity, not an obligation. You’re great—keep up the good work. Remember to record whatever you do.  

ACTIVITY 1: MAKE SOMETHING (coding challenge) 
1. Find 30 small objects. Your goal is to find 2 of each thing (for example 2 plastic spoons, 2 pieces of 

yellow square paper, 2 blue M&Ms). Legos work great for this—makes it easiest. 
2. Take half of the pieces (15). Build something creatively. Assemble the objects in a certain order.  
3. Next, write instructions for how you built your creation. Now hide your creation. 
4. Now, give your instructions and the other half of your pieces to someone you live with. Ask them to 

build your creation. 
5. When they’re done, compare the two. What was the result?  

Activity 2: SOLVE SOMETHING (brain work) 
1. Problem of the week: How many blocks?  
2. Try: The Airplane Riddle at Ted Ed—watch the video, then answer 

the questions in the “Discuss” section: (Link to Ted Ed here). 

Activity 3: READ SOMETHING (and then summarize) 
1. Find a magazine—any article, even online—then read it on your 

own or to someone else. Then write a summary. 
2. Or: read and summarize the article on the back—make sure to 

include the following in your summary: 

Who is the article about What is the article about When did it take place 
Where is the action happening Why did this event happen How was it completed 
Problem or challenge in story Result (success or failure) Lesson that was learned 

Activity 4: DO SOMETHING (for this class) 
1. PLTW. You can now do App Creators (MIT App Inventor) or Computer Science for Innovators and 

Makers (MS Makecode) online. Send me screenshots of code you finish.This week, focus on: 
a. App Creators: finishing up 1.3 and starting 1.4 
b. Computer Science for Innovators and Makers: finishing up 1.4 and starting 1.5 

2. Email me. Let me know what you’re working on, any struggles you are having, or materials you may 
need. I can have Ms. Maddy check out micro:bits or other materials to you during lunch pickup. 

https://ed.ted.com/lessons/can-you-solve-the-airplane-riddle-judd-a-schorr


Computer engineers in CdA 
design new reusable mask 

for medical uses 
Wed, April 22, 2020 By Thomas Clouse  

 

Computer engineers from Coeur d’Alene are teaming up 
with a Liberty Lake manufacturer to turn their expertise 
of making high-strength aircraft components into 
reusable N95 masks that could help ease the shortage of 
protective equipment needed by medical personnel, 
essential employees and first responders during the 
coronavirus pandemic. 

Continuous Composites CEO Tyler Alvarado and his 
team designed the masks with their patented technology, 
which uses computer programs to tell a robot how to 
build something. His team then worked with 
professionals at Kootenai Health, who helped test the 
models to see how they fit. 

They now have a mask built with a type of flexible rubber that is form-fitting so it fits different face shapes , including 
those of people who couldn’t previously wear standard N95 masks. 

The prototype can be sterilized and reused, and can be mass produced if the demand remains strong. 

“I’m extremely excited with the progress we have been able to make in such a small amount of time,” Alvarado said. “We 
were trying not to operate in fear. We had to protect our business and our community. But we wanted to take it a step 
further and be part of the solution.” 

Rick Taylor, vice president of Altek in Liberty Lake, said he has worked with Alvarado’s company on multiple projects. 
Altek manufactures all kinds of equipment for the medical, aerospace and diagnostic fields. 

“When we saw the design, we offered some enhancements for manufacturability,” Taylor said. “They liked what we 
offered, and the rest is history. We are cutting steel right now for injection molds for these masks.” 

If all goes well, production should start within a couple of weeks. Once the first masks are produced with Altek’s injection 
molds, they will go through another round of test fits with medical personnel before full-scale, 24-hour production is 
launched, Taylor said. 

“What is gained from these masks is the comfort level,” he said. “Not only does it offer a better seal than the standard N95 
masks, but it’s also comfortable as well.” 

The initial molds would daily make about 2,000 small- and 2,000 medium-sized masks, which would fit more than 90 
percent of users. If everything checks out, Altek will then build what’s called “multicavity molds” that can make eight times 
as many in 24 hours. Those numbers climb as each multicavity mold is added. 

“We are doing preproduction just to get the product out as quickly as possible,” Taylor said. “With our experience of both 
market demand and flow characteristics of the material, then we’ll decide how many multicavity molds we want to build.” 

Alvarado said his staff reached out to Idaho Gov. Brad Little in March and asked how his engineers and his company could 
help. Alvarado said he met with mechanical engineer Andrew Overby on March 27 to figure out what they could offer. Two 
days later, they decided to design the reusable masks. 

“That’s when we looked across the table and said, ‘Let’s go for it,’ ” Alvarado said. 

Overby said Continuous Composites, which was founded by Alvarado, John Swallow and Ken Tyler, could have tried to do 
everything on their own. But there was no need. 

“We are the main contributors to the design,” Overby said. “We realize there is a ton of other talent out there in our 
community. We are just blessed that this community has people willing to put in the effort and get this stuff out the door.” 

In addition to Altek, Alvarado said he also reached out to True Seals in Spokane Valley. Alvarado said True Seals has 
already started making 16,000 clear-plastic masks a day that doctors can wear to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. 

“We were looking for manufacturing capability for elastic bands,” Alvarado said. 

True Seals also has a computer numerical control, or CNC, machine that can cut out thousands of filters at a time from 
rolled material, he said. 

Continuous Composites design engineer Andrew Overby and CEO Tyler 
Alvarado, stand near the Continuous Fiber 3D printing robot used by Coeur 
d’Alene company, which is working with Altek Inc. of Liberty Lake to make 
reusable N-95 masks. (Libby Kamrowski / Spokesman-Review) 
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